
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Besides those of color, figure, and hair, there are _________________
distinctions proving a difference of race.
1.

(other/physical)
other physical

On the vines $20 per ton is a _______________ price.2. (average/fair)fair average

He saw that she was much prettier than he had thought her in Paris, if he
had thought of her at all; and her dress of ____________ cloth was charming
with the rose hat.

3.

(pale/pink)
pale pink

The most intelligent nation in the world perceived clearly that the restored
nobles were organizing everything for their _________________ benefit.
4.

(own/particular)
own particular

If he should make a trial of ____________________ professions he could
find out which would be the most likely to be successful, and it would then be
easy to bring up the little boys in the right direction.

5.

(several/different)

several different

There is nothing to force them to rub shoulders with the others; and so they
grow day by day more wedded to their _______________ opinions and
affections.

6.

(own/original)
own original

What the country had lost in its ______________ hero-the greatest of our
own, and of all former times-was scarcely taken into the account of grief.
7.

(great/naval)

great naval

On this page was a great prize-competition scheme, as well as details of a
_________________ competition.
8.

(weekly/regular)regular weekly

The bunch of grapes was wrong in saying that people would come to look
at the Christmas-tree the ___________ days, for it stood neglected in the
library and nobody came near it.

9.

(few/next)
next few

It is not by any means always correct; but I know that it is the aim of most
newspapers to discharge this ___________________ function faithfully.
10.

(public/important)
important public
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One or two _____________________ criticisms may help us with their
side lights.
11.

(contemporary/other)
other contemporary

And do you know what gave you those ____________ hairs?12. (white/few)few white

There's a ______________ heathen for you!13. (dear/little)dear little

Still we are within the _____________ class.14. (same/great)same great

When he reached the worn threshold, and stood upon the broken step at
the door, where in the old days he had had so _________________ thoughts,
an old woman came out of the room within and spoke to him.

15.

(desperate/many)

many desperate

I, however, begged leave to be excused, saying that I wished to get
home, as, indeed, I do, for my mind is wearied by seeing so
_______________ places.

16.

(many/strange)many strange

This game lends itself to ______________ forms.17. (various/new)various new

His powerful figure was magnificently formed, and he carried his head
with its _________________ beard proudly.
18.

(splendid/black)splendid black

Its possession was somewhat soothing, it is true, yet he did not regain the
pleasant consciousness of peace in which his soul had rejoiced a
____________ hours before.

19.

(short/few)few short

The _____________ thrill of delight since the day of her calamity had
taken her by surprise.
20.

(deep/first)
first deep
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